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Boycott Cakes N’ Treats – Vegan Cake Shop in Camden

London Anti-Fascists were notified in September 2013 by local residents who had raised concerns about the link between
the premises and the new owner Kim Kalkowski (aka Kim Wonderland). They were raised after several people from
Germany had posted allegations about her links to Neo-Nazis on the Facebook event she had created to publicise the
opening of their new “Cakes n Treats” shop on Pratt Street, Camden.
We looked further into these allegations and discovered a number of sites in Germany which reaffirmed them and provided
detailed photos showing Kim Kalkowski and her boyfriend, David, socialising with people with identifiable NeoNazi/White Power insignia.
Camden is a mecca for all manner sub-cultures which historically has also included those from the Neo-Nazi/White Power
music scene. This still occurs today, to a slightly lesser extent, and we were concerned that the place could again become a
magnet again for their obviously Neo-Nazi friends. We believe the presence of racist, organised or not, and those that
associate with explicitly racist/white power music scenes pose a direct threat to people of colour and those that take
ideological opposition to racist and fascist ideas.
Kim Kalkowski has previously stated that she is opposed to Nazi ideologies, however she still has no problem with hanging
out in Camden with known Neo-Nazis. London Anti-Fascists have called for an active Boycott of Cakes n Treats, until we
are assured that the links between Kim Kalkowski and the Neo-Nazis are broken.

An article published on Friday 25th July was partly based on intelligence and research provided by London Anti-Fascists
Posted by ldnantifascists Posted on July 3, 2014 Posted under Actions

NEW COMMUNITY LED ANTI-FASCIST COALITION TO STOP THE SOUTH EAST ALLIANCE

After the successful blockade by anti-fascists of the neo-Nazi infested S.E.A. march in Cricklewood
on June 14th, a new community led anti-fascist coalition has been launched to mobilise again to
counter there planned march on Saturday July 19th. The North West London United (NWL United)
coalition has been set-up by the local Trades Council, Paddington RMT, London Anti-Fascists, North
London Antifa and Brent and Harrow UAF.

London Anti-Fascists are calling all our supporters to turn up and stand with the people of
Cricklewood to blocking this march.
DETAILS: Saturday 19th July
113 Cricklewood Broadway
Facebook Event: https://www.facebook.com/events/464816910320529/
Who are the S.E.A. : http://bit.ly/1nrY6DL
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REVEALED: THE GANG OF RACISTS AND FASCIST THUGS THAT ARE ATTENDING THE
“SOUTH EAST ALLIANCE” MARCH IN CRICKLEWOOD
After an exhaustive 30 minute intel exercise on who was actually attending the South East Alliance march in Cricklewood
on June 14th, we were shocked (not) at the soon to be assembled motley crew. What we can tell from the 130+ attendees on
their Facebook event is that the overwhelming majority do not even come from London but all across the UK. A large
proportion are loyalists and Rangers “fans”, a few out and out Neo-Nazi’s, toy town racists and queen and country
“patriots”. We base our intel on the actually existing comments, friend connection and photographs that adorn their
(Facebook) walls. The impression is of a mob of men, with aspirational tendencies for violence, racist and xenophobic
behaviour – who haven’t really integrated with the multi-racial society that most of exist in. So, who are these “not racist”
patriots coming to bother the good people of Cricklewood on Saturday 14th June?
“Heimdall Horde” – a member of the the “Hammerskin Nation” a White Power Skinhead from Spain that works in London
on construction sites. Recently spotted at a BNP organised demonstration in Hemel Hempstead.

“Heimdall Horde” with his white power Hammerskins T-Shirt

Pictured here with Eddie Stampton, infamous London neo-nazi

Another comprising photo. “Heimdall Horde” doing his bit for Britain

Timmy Hoban, English Volunteer Force, likes his knives

Mick Wittman, Ex-NF and British Movement

Strange that Mick has a profile pic to “remember the D-Day landings” but still feels the need to share this old neonazi sticker from his British Movement days!

Kevin Layzell, of Coronation Drive, Elm Park, who ran for the British National Party in Heaton at May’s local
election.Was instrumental in setting up a whites only food bank (really, this shit still happening?) for the BNP in Havering
earlier this year. Is also a support of the Greek neo-nazi Golden Dawn, who are alledged to be responsible for dozens of
murders of immigrants and an anti-fascist rap artist Pavlos Fyssas who was stabbed to death in September 2013.

Above: Pride of England or little shit?

Above: David Kensella, BNP youth organiser in London.

Second from left.Adam Rogers, EDL “footsoldier”. In Middle is loyalist and supporter of terrorist UVF Stevie
Thompson.

Not fond of anything foreign it seems.

Colin of South London Infidels. Plans to attend with half a dozen from South London at the Cricklewood demo,
then attack the Unite against Fascism conference happening on the same day. South London Infidels are also
heading to Calais on Sunday June 15th in a minibus to attack immigrants.

Busy weekend for Colin

Paul Pitt aka Paul Prodromou, leader of South East Alliance.History of violence and intimidation of anti-racist

campaigners.

Right side: “Dave Blue”, another loyalist, UVF supporter.

“Dave Blue”, undercover

Left: Stevie Thompson, loyalist and fascist sympathiser. Has attended pro-Golden Dawn demonstrations in London
with known Neo-Nazi’s
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Oppose the South East Alliance on Saturday June 14th, Cricklewood
London Anti Fascists are organising to oppose the fascist South East Alliance march in Cricklewood on the 14th June. The
south east alliance are a rag tag bunch of racists and fascists who contain ex-BNP and EDL members, and have a history of
violent and racist behaviour.
They are coming to protest against the Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt who have their offices in Cricklewood.
While we have no time for the reactionary and right wing ideas of the Muslim Brotherhood, they are not the ones intending
to march down our streets shouting racist abuse at any one they see as different, be they Black, Asian, Muslim or Irish.
We oppose both the racism of these neo-fascist groups trying to divide our community and the institutional racism of the
state and police in NW London.
Join us on the streets to show Cricklewood unites against racist bigots.
11AM SAT JUNE 14th / 113 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, NW2
FB Event: https://www.facebook.com/events/575271729256169/
Posted by ldnantifascists Posted on May 27, 2014 Posted under Analysis

Britain First is anti working class
Anyone that has worked a minimum wage job will know that it doesn’t matter how hard you work, how much profit you

create for your company you will not see a penny of it. This, however, is not the view of the fascist grouplet Britain First
who recently shared this image:

Underneath in the comments section there are numerous angry ‘supporters’ who assumed that this party was the party of the
‘white working class’, the party that would liberate them from Jewish bankers, immigrants and whoever else the right
wishes to scapegoat for the misery of working class people. And things certainly are miserable for us, I work in a well
known british coffee chain three days a week while doing a full time degree and I barely make enough to pay the rent,
meanwhile my stores profit has rocketed by 19% on last year in a time of recession. What we have seen since the financial
crash is massive profits for the rich and a squeeze on wages and conditions for working class people like myself that has
pushed us into living a hand to mouth existence. In response to this the right and the far right has gone into overdrive
blaming this crisis on everything from ‘health tourism’ to cheap Romanian labour driving wages down.
What we see in both the Britain First example and the stories in the rightwing media is a very simple fact, they are both
against the interests of the working class. It doesn’t matter how Paul Golding talks, the flat cap he wears or his appeals to
the white working class, he does not represent you. When the far right say cut immigration, we say raise the minimum
wage. When the rightwing press say cut back on migrants taking benefits we say tax the rich. When they all say they will
make Britain rule the waves again, we say let the working class rule.
Our antifascism is working class unity, it is first and foremost in defence of working class interests and it is for the
realisation of working class power. In contrast, groups like Britain First are nothing but a razorblade in the hands of the
bosses.
Posted by ldnantifascists Posted on April 28, 2014 Posted under Uncategorized

Barricades of Brighton: March for England run out of town
Originally posted on Anti-Fascist Network:

It rained on their parade, in more ways than one… A successful day for anti-fascists on Sunday saw the far-right March for
England harassed, heckled and hounded out of Brighton during their annual humiliation by the sea.
The mystery is why they keep coming back…
Since 2008 the nationalist March for England have been coming annually to Brighton to parade their narrow-minded vision
of Englishness through the streets of the town in ‘celebration’ of St George’s day. For the last four years they have been
opposed by an ever-growing coalition of local anti-fascists and anti-racists who have recognised their ‘innocent patriotism’
as a not very good disguise covering their real agenda of extreme right nationalist politics, racism and xenophobia.
The March for England come to Brighton because for them it represents everything they despise – a tolerant, cosmopolitan,
liberal town in which they have no foothold. Thus in their mind…
View original 778 more words
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UPDATED AFN national callout to Stop the March for England, Brighton April 27th
Originally posted on Anti-Fascist Network:

Meet 11.30am, bottom of West St, Brighton, Sunday April 27th
With only four days to go until Brighton’s opposition to the far-right nationalist March for England, details are becoming
clear. In response to changed information coming from the police, Stop the March for England – the campaign group that
has been organising the opposition to the fascist demonstration – has changed the details of the anti-fascist callout.
The fascist march will be held in the same location as last year – along a short stretch of the main seafront road. However,
the police have announced they are running the route back to front, i.e. starting from the bottom of West Street heading
towards the Palace Pier roundabout and then back again rather than the other way around. They are saying the march will
start on Kings Rd just east of West St and stop just short of the roundabout so…
View original 392 more words
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Sunderland 29th March 2014 – North East Infidels, EDL and anti-fascists protest

On the 29th of March 2014 The North East Infidels, EDL and various other far-right groups came together to protest once
again in Millfield, Sunderland supposedly against an illegal Mosque.
Though concerned local Anti-Fascists also took action as they thought their intentions were deeper than that and were to
create further tensions and divisions within the community itself.
For more info visit:- http://www.neantifascists.wordpress.com / http://www.facebook.com/northeast.antifascists

